PM ANNOUNCEMENT AND IMPLICIATIONS FOR ROUND 1
As you will all have seen the Prime Minister has delayed the move to Step 4 (easing of all restrictions). The basic
implications for Round 1 at Oulton Park are that we continue in the same mode that the last two tests were
organised. In summary this is:
•
•
•
•
•

Event limited to 4,000 spectators per day
Social distancing remains in place
Wearing of PPE in operational areas
Principle of the “rule of 6” maintained
Paddock closed to all but BSB issued credential holders

Where we need explicit co-operation is for all teams to carefully consider their staff and associates
attendance. Please limit to essential/key attendees only in order for the overall site headcount to be
carefully managed.
HOSPITALITY
Corporate hospitality provision by approved teams is permitted. Current COVID-19 guidance for bars, pubs and
takeaway services should be followed for this.
Teams/operators must ensure in particular:
•
•
•
•
•

tables are spaced out to ensure 2m social distancing is in place or 1m with barriers between tables
attendees are in groups of no more than 6 people, or two households, and do not mix with any other
groups at the event
seating is assigned and carefully controlled to ensure attendees do not mix with any other table,
including approaching other tables or sitting at different tables
food and drink is consumed by attendees while they are seated
attendees wear face coverings whenever not seated at their table

The UK Hospitality trade body has provided a useful checklist to follow:
https://view.publitas.com/ukh/industry-key-points-checklist/page/1
WE MUST HAVE RECEIPT OF ALL HOSPITALITY DOCUMENTATION PREVIOSULY REQUESTED BY 5.00PM
THURSDAY 17TH JUNE TO ALLOW YOUR FACILITY ON SITE - AS WE ANTICIPATE EXTERNAL REVIEW OF
DOCUMENTS WILL BE REQUIRED.
The situation for Knockhill is under different jurisdiction and we await Scottish Government, local council and
venue advice expected on 17th June.
The PM’s announcement eluded to restrictions being lifted on 19th July which would render the remainder of
events starting from Brands Hatch to run something akin to normal.
Thank you for your co-operation.
Stuart Higgs
Series Director
15th June, 2021

